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Laurie Campbell always knew she was 
interested in health care but wasn’t sure 
which path to take. It wasn’t until 2011, 
after a family member’s injury, that she 
found the direction she wanted to follow.

“I’ve always had a caring personality 
and an interest in health care,” she 
said. “As a kid, I always brought stray 
animals home and considered working 
with animals or with the Game and 
Parks Commission. After watching the 
nurses at a Lincoln hospital care for 
my family, I knew I wanted to become 
a nurse.”

The Columbus native started working 
at Walgreens as a pharmacy cashier 
when she was 16. After two years, she 
became a certified pharmacy technician, 
where she continued working for the 
next 18 years before deciding to attend 
nursing school.

Campbell’s first experience working at 
Columbus Community Hospital started 
while attending nursing school at  
Central Community College in Columbus,  
Nebraska. She worked in the hospital’s 
maternal child and acute care units 
during her clinical rotations. Campbell 
said she was impressed with the  
teamwork and friendliness of the staff 
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she worked with.  A friend who worked 
at the hospital as a certified nursing 
assistant (CNA) encouraged her to apply 
for a nursing position.

She submitted her application and 
started working at the hospital on Aug. 
24, 2015, after becoming a registered 
nurse (RN).

Campbell worked as a floor and  
admission nurse in the hospital’s 
acute care unit for nearly three years. 
She then transferred to the hospital’s 
infusion center, where she worked until 
October 2020. During that time, she 
received her Bachelor of Science in 
Nursing (BSN) degree from Nebraska 
Wesleyan University in Lincoln,  
Nebraska, as well as various  
certifications and training.

She later transitioned to the hospital’s 
post-anesthesia care unit (PACU) and 
has worked as a registered nurse in the 
department for nearly two years. As a 
PACU nurse, she cares for pediatric and 
adult patients after they come out of 
surgery.

“Patients coming out of surgery 
require close monitoring and airway 
management,” she said. “We treat any 

pain and nausea that the patient might 
be experiencing.”

Campbell works closely with the doctors 
and anesthesia team to provide the best 
care possible. She helps the hospital’s 
surgical services department before and 
during surgeries, as needed.

She said she was thankful for the  
hospital’s support and financial  
assistance when she decided to continue 
her education and obtain her BSN. She 
encourages anyone interested in health 
care to learn more about the many  
opportunities available at the hospital.

“The hospital has excellent opportunities  
to shadow different departments,” she 
said. “This is a great way to watch the 
staff in action and get to know the  
different positions.”

To learn about nursing opportunities or 
how the hospital supports continuing 
education, visit columbushosp.org.
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